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INTRODUCTION 

This paper has two lections.    The firat deals with Technical 

conaideratlona for the construction of a building to house an industrial 

R * D activity, and the aecond section with the decoration of such a 

building.    It will not be possible to cover every possible topic under 

these headings, but those that are discuased have been selected to 

Illustrate the importance of these factors to the design and construction 

of a laboratory building in respect to its fulfilling its intended function 

and in minimizing initial capital and subsequent maintenance costs. 

As a focus for these comments the text and accompanying illustrations 

will refer to the laboratory complex of B.C. Research in Vancouver, Canada, 

which was completed in 1969,  (Figure 1).    While this structure will be used 

to illustrate the various points raised it is not Intended to present either 

the construction methods employed nor the materials used as recommended 

examples.    Rather, they are offered to highlight the points considered 

important and one example of an attempt to optimise the selection of con- 

struction materials and methods.    The final design of any building will often 

Involve a number of compromises because of the various relationships between 

•amy components.    Its development on a systematic and rational basis, however, 

enables better prediction of performance and provides the best approach to 
an optimum solution. 

/ 
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Figure 1 

Artist's perspective of  B. C.   Research Building 
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Figure 2 

Modular Design 
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A.    TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR CONSTRUCTION 

Th« comment« to follow art grouped under selected headings and 

they emphasize some of the technical requirements related to the construction 

of a laboratory building as distinct from architectural design factors. 

Frequently these two arc interdépendant but the emphasis here will be on 

the latter.     It will be necessary to limit comment only to the highlights 

or main technical points under each heading.    A more exhaustive treatment 

of particular technical requirements is left for separate discussion. 

1.    MODULAR CONCEPTS 

One Is never too clear today about Just what ths term "Modular" 

means in connection with building design.    To some it will mean the adoption 

of a dimensional program wherein all principal special dimensions in a building 

are multiples cr sub multiples of a selected modular dimension.    Others will 

consider a module aa an element of the building which may be used repestsdly 

to makeup aubstantial sections of the whole structure. 

Both views, however, embody the notion of some form of design 

standardization,  (Figure 2).    The use of a modular approach leads not only to 

efficient design but also to cost saving through the resulting us« of common 

components.    In the structure itself many components can have standard 

dimensions which are repeated many times throughout the building, and whether 

these components be beams or columns or other elements, th« fact that they are 

repeated identically time after time can lead to cost econoV either for 

on-site construction or factory built componenti.    In poured concrete 

construction,  for example, it can lead to the repetitive us« of high quality 

forms at a reaulting cost saving.    In th« interior of the building th« 

repeated modular dimensions will lead to common sizes and spec in gs for 

partitions, millwork and furnishings. 
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Probably on« of the richest benefits from tha adoption of a 

aodular concapt for laboratory buildings la Its lapseC on tha flexibility 

available for future adaption and Modification of the building. Renoval 

or addition of Intarlo«, partitions would normally be In eccord with the 

building baelc nodule and would therefore lead to the possibility of re-use 

of eaaential building components. 

2. TYPES OF STRUCTURES 

Hany types of structure will be found to be satisfactory for 

laboratory buildings. Much will depend upon the projected activities of 

tha particular instituts, space availability and site requirements. The 

simplest would be a rectangular building having one or more stories. Such 

a structure could be extended by the addition of wings at the end or the 

centre or, alternatively, the type of structure utilised by B.C. Research 

wherein a central spine is used to connect wings thst night otherwise be 

separate rectangular building, (Figure 3). Probably the most significant 

crlteris in eetebllshing tha type of building would be requirements for 

expansion. In tha simple rectangular building, expansion Is by means of 

addition of floors or ths exteneion of the building as s whole by the addition 

of wings. If independent expansion of vsrlous ssctlons of ths lsboratory is 

seen aa a naceaslty, then a structure sdoptlng the principles followed by 

B.C. Research would be more suitsble. Generally maximum flexibility for change 

and expenaion la obtained through the uee of a one or two atory building. 

3. THE BUILDING ENCLOSURE 

Tha most important technical requirement for a building to house 

an R 4 D Laboratory relatée to Ita design as an enclosure. The overall 

function of the wall, roof and windows taken together as en enclosure is to 

próvido a barrier between indoor and outdoor environments such that the Indoor 
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Figure 3 

Spine and wing layout of B.   C. Research Building 
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environment enti adjusted and maintained with acceptable Unica.    Since it 

1* not poaaiblt for an R t D Inatituta to pradict what ita program of 

actlvitiaa will ba throughout tha Ufa of any laboratory building, on« of the 

•oat important requireaanta for tha deilgrt of tha building it that it should 

not interféra with the adaption of the encloaad apace for uees other than 

thoaa initially conceived. 

Juat M progrès and project planning muet at all times ba flexible 

and reeponalv« to changing clrcuaatancea ao ahould the uae of laboratory 

apace ba adaptable with equal flexibility.    In ita slmpleet for« therefore 

a given laboratory apace could ba a larga a ingle room within which apace 

layout waa arranged as required.    Structural walla and columns would be 

•o located as to impose tha «inlaw« of lini tat ions to changes in apace uae, 

(Figure 4). 

tf?    Walls 

External and internal walla are important elements of ell buildings. 

While a chief function of external walla la to aerve sa a protection from 

the weather and aa a thermal barrier, thay nay alao function aa atructural 

elementa of the building.    They are therefore a complex assembly of selected 

components srrangad such that the wall will meat all theee performance 

requirements while at tha earns time satisfying the additional requirements 

of appearance, durability and acceptable maintenance factors. 

Aa a barrier between tha Internal and external environment of the 

building the wall will ba compoeed of four principal element.,:    a atructural 

air barrier, a «embreña to control water-vapour flow through the wall, an 

imaulatloa layer to control heat flow through tha vail and an exterior 

cladding to shed the rain,  (Figure 3). Such a wall ««ploying the well known 

"rain aerean" principal can be aaacabled from many combinatlona of «aterlels 

and so long aa the beale principale are followed the well will perfora 

satisfactorily.    It ia Important to obeerve that the greater the difference 
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Figure 4 

Four large open laboratories, B. C. Research Building 

Figure 5 

Hainacreen wall 
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between inside and outside environnent or the greater the control required 

over the inside environment th« sure care will be needed in designing and 

constructing the exterior wall system,   (Figures 6 and 7). 

Internal partitions serve a different function than exterior 

walls and they therefore have very different requirements.    The chief 

of these in most laboratory buildings will be the requirement for flexible 

adaptation to future space changes in the building.    Interior partitions 

should therefore be designed having a minimum of services built within 

the wall cavity.    In laboratory areas  surface mounting of all electrical, 

water and other services is to be preferred.    A wide variety of internal 

partition systems and materials is available today.    These range from walls 

assembled from conventional materials auch aa wood and plaster or masonry 

blocks  (Figure 8) all the way to pre-manufactured panels which can be 

joined together and then separated at a later date for rearrangement.    In 

the B.C.  Research building the use of concrete or pumice block having a 

thickness of about U inches was selected to meet the combined criterial 

of cost and flexibility. Such walls can readily be dismantled and new walls 

built. 

Special flexibility within a laboratory can be achieved to a 

such greater extent if internal walls are all non-load bearing.    Such a 

requirement would have a significant effect on the structure of the building 

itself.    The solution to this problem in the B.C. Resesrch building allowed 

the use of lighter materials,  simplified heating and ventilation and permitted 

the futurs allocation of space in almost any required way independent of the 

means for supporting the roof or ceilings. 

(b)    Roofs 

The roof of a building shsres with the exterior walls the function 

of separating the interior and sxtsrior snvironaents,  (Figure 9).    Because 

of its normally horisontal position the requirements on s roof system for 

ahsddlnt w*ter are vary much mors severs than those for exterior walls.    The 
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Figure 8 

Interior Partitions, B. C. Research Building 
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requireaente for air and water vapour flew control and for thermal flow art 

similar. A variety of roof systems have been found satisfactory la varloua 

cllaatca but all can be violated and found uneat le factory through faulty 

construction or faulty understanding of the principale Involved. 

Most laboratory buildings would heve flet roofs end the con- 

ventional "built-up" roof would normally be ueed.    A variation of thle 

ayate«, the double membrana roof hae been found very eucceaaful la cold 
climates euch ae Canada*a. 

Apart fro« the design of the roof ayat«a Itself probably the 

aost Importent fector In achieving e eucceeeful low Maintenance coat 

roof lien In the care and supervlelon given during the conatructloa of 

the roof membrane and the installation and caulking of the flaehlnge.    A 

roof should not be e mattar of conetant maintenance and care. 

(c)    Wlndowe and Doors 

All buildings normally heve wlndowe and doore end theee can give 

rlaa to a wide verlety of maintenance and ln-uee problems.   If doors to 

the exterior and window frasea ere of wood they can   be e constant main- 

tenance problem «rising froa their position ea a thin membrane aapere ting 

the outalde environment froa the ina id« of the building.   Under such 

clrcumatencea the temperature gradient end water vapour gradient aeróos 

thla membrane accentuata the problems of dimensional stability of wood 

products end the problems of the maintenance of sur fece finishes in the 

presene« of changing water vapour gradients.   Matal or metal clad doors 

end a* tal window frames end sashes therefore are favoured for improved 

finish maintenance and dimensional stability.   Claming em the Interior of 

the building can be done very aimply and doers of wood ars normal.    Generally 

there la no environmental difference between the ecemmanclee on either side 

of an interior partition and consequently problems with respect to the 

maintenance of aurfec« Malabos and dimensional stability do net develop. 

mmmmmemem«««meeM^^e«MÉi 
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Doors for special purpoM rooaa, such «s environmentally controlled rooms, 

cold rooms and refrigeratore, ause be considered as sptclal casas, however, 

sad thass aay have to ba increasingly «lsborat« depending upon tht environ- 

aaatal dlfforáneas fro« Inside and outside. 

(à)    Interior and Interior Flnishinas 

By the tar« flnlshlnge ve aaan not only the materials uasd for 

oxpoeed surfacaa such as plaatar, brick, plea tic tiles and wood but also 

the final surface treatment of these materials including paint, stain stc. 

In the selection of finishes for a building there are therafors a host of 

tschnlcal requirements to he considered.   Again for a laboratory building 

materials end finishes must ha selected having the loveat melntananca 

factors commeaeurate with acceptable appearance and cost. 

The maintenance of eurface finishes for eny building can ba one 

of the most time consuming and costly elements of overall malntsnaaca. 

Interior flniehee must he selected for their dureblllty to the westhtr, for 

their recintarne« to the effecte of veter end voter vapour, to the off acts 

of fading from sunlight and to the offsets of temperature cycling.   Normally 

natural materiale, euch ea fired brick, concrete, and corroe ion resistant 

natals bava once lient durability to exposure while unprotected vood and 

synthetic materials such aa plastico are poor, (Figures 10 and 11). 

Materials for laterior finishes muet he selected eomeldcrlag 

the cervice conditions in each particular acme.   The availty of finish 

for am office «rea or a public eroe earn ba higher than that required for 

a laboratory or vorkehop eree.   At l.C. aeeeereh three lavale of finish 

quality vara employ ad.   Iba highest level of finishes with concesled servlcee 

sad euepeeeed eelllage, »elated gypeva heard valla, plywood panalllag stc. 

was specified foe the library sad aawJalstrotlvo efflce via*.   The laboratori« 

vere the mast level dava hovimg pualee block wall eonstrwctlon for sll 

partit lena, with anpsssd services sad having all empeced mmeeary sad poured 
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concreta cur facas of «alla columns beane and ceiling« painted.    Vinyl 

asbestos floor tile wee uaed throughout most of the adninla trat iva and 

laboratory areas,  (Figure 12).    The stores, vorkehop and pilot areaa had 

the loveat level of finiah were concrete blocke were uaed aa wall partitions 

«ad floor was of concrete.    Initially all walla and ceilings were painted, 

while the floor waa left unpainted.    For Improved duet control,  the floors 

in all corridors and working areas In the storse and ahop aactione of the 

building are gradually being painted with an epoxy floor paint,   (Figure 13). 

Materiale for interior flnlahea nay be eelected not only for 

serviceability and for appeerance factors auch aa colour and texture but 

also because of onvironmsntsl factors Including acouatical control and light 

reflectance.    Thus floor tile and carpeting are ueed on floore while ceilings 

and walla nay be painted in light coloura for good light reflectance or 

the surface Material auch as acoustical plaater or tile nay provide required 

absorption,  (Figure 14). 

Finishing matériels whether for the interior or the exterior of a 

building ahould not be cone lee red as subject to selection once the building 

is well under way.    Rather their technical properties aust be conaldered 

am components of the wall celling and floor systems at the earlleet étages 

•f design.    In this wsy the advantages of finishes compatsbls with building 

systsms, providing adequate environmental control and requiring minimum 

malatsnance and ue-ksep can be obtained at lowaet coet. 

I taire ernes will be placad within s building both for convenience 

•f access betweam adjacent areaa and as exit means required by fire codes. 

Par buildings of two sr three aterías only, it should normally be expected 

that stairs will be usad by the staff aa a normal means of moving fron 

fleer to fleer.    Under such clrcummtences stairways should bs well lighted 

amd ibsuld have aultabls non-skid stair treads of high durability.    Where 
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Figure 12 

Interior Finishes -  Library of  B.C.  Research Building 

Wtmrm 13 

Interior Finishes   Shipping «nd Shop Areas 
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Interior Finishes Entrance Foyer 
B.   C.  Research Building 
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• laboratory occupies more than one floor, there will Inevitably be a 

need for moving equipment between floors and a simple  freight elevator is 
a requirement. 

SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS 

Laboratory activities  for industrial research  and development 

can have many hazards which may reflect on the technical considerations 

£-* the construction of the building.    Fire 1.  the most  obvious nazard, 

and most  building codee  contain  requirements to provide   for the protection 

of both personnel  and the building atructure.    Some areas,  therefore, will 

be required to be sprinklered and other areas to have hose standpipes or 

hose cabinets or portable  fire  extinguishers.    In  laboratories utilizing 

flanmable  chemicals, it is normal to have portable  fire  extinguishers 

located at  frequent intervale  throughout the laboratory.     SOM araaa having 

a high potential   fire hazard such as the boiler room and  transformar vault 

would be  required  to be separated from the rest of  the building by a suit- 

able fire  separation or  fire wall. 

In designing the B.C.   Research building  it was  concluded that  it 

would not  be practical to  try to anticipate all hazard,  and to design the 

building so that  it would  respond  favourably in the presence of any auch 

hazard whether it be fire,   explosion, dust, poisonous  gas,  etc.     Further, 

it was thought  to be undesirable  to allow the idea  to become accepted that 

the building provided a wide protection against  auch ha«*r4s.     Rather it 

was felt   important  that project  supervisors should  realize that  it was 

they who were principally  responsible  for assessing  the  degree of hazard 

of a particular  activity and for  judging just what   steps  were appropriate 

to protect  both personnel   and property.     For this   reason,   explosion blow-out 

walls for  example,  were not   included as part of  the design of the building 

and it was  anticipated that activities requiring such protection should not 

be done within the present building without special provision having bean 

«ade.    An external working area outside the pilot  area  of  the laboratory 
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has been provided where the sort hasardous experiments can be set up and 
conducted. 

Normally In the construction of • building the usual emergency 

provisions for the protection of personnel in the event of hasards are Installed, 

such as fire exits, showers, eye washes, fire blankets, first aid rooms, etc. 

The storage of bulk quantities of flaa*able chenicals is always a problem 

and this should be provided for by swans of an external solvent stores and 

by regulations within ths laboratory to allow only limited quantities of any 

one solvent to be removed from the solvent stores for use in any particular 
working area. 

Generally speaking to provide for protection against all possible 
hasards in the design of a laboratory building could be exceaslvely 

expensive and generally unwarranted.    It will be found more practical to 

consider hasards es they occur and to provide separately for the special 

hasards of explosion, radio-activity, pathological organisme, etc. 

1.    DJCOBATIOM 

Internal end external decoration of a building, including land- 

scaping, can have a grsat Influence on its working environment.    This is 

particularly Important in laboratories where favour «bit surroundings serve 

to assist in promoting the creative output of research and development 

groups, (Figure 15).    Externally the appearance of the building can b« 

affected by the choice of materials, texturea and coloure, together with 

properly desired landscaping which will lead ones eye to the entrance 

to the building and suppress such necessary ssrvlce festuree as parking 

areas and »hipping and recelvlcg docks, (Figures 16 sad 17).   With its 

location on the campus of the University of grltlsh Columbls, I.e. kesesrch 
bed probably a better than average opportunity to develop e favourable 
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Figuri 16 

Landscaping at Entrance B. C. Research Building 

t 17 

Landeceplag «ad Suppressed Parking Areas 
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appearance to the building through the use of these devices. The land- 

scaping shown in the illustrations has now been growing for approximately 

four years and its effectiveness in framing the building and in suppressing 

parking areas is alreading apparent, (Figures 18, 19 and 20). 

Interior decoration is also an important factor in developing 

a good working environment. Generally, working areas should be bright 

and cheerful, but non working areas such as halls, staff rooms, and public 

areas need not be so bright and thus can provide a change of mood as one 

moves about the building. The technical requirements for interior decoration 

include appearance factors such as colour and texture, housekeeping factors 

such as cleanability and dust control, and environmental factors such as 

light reflectivity and acoustical properties. Where natural materials such as 

fired masonry or bricks are employed, both the colour and texture are 

permanent features. For simple interior partitions, such materials are 

usually very economical since once erected both faces of the wall require 

no furthei finishing. At B.C. Research it was decided that all non-fired 

masonry and concrete surfaces should be painted primarily for dust control 

but aleo for colour or to improve light reflectivity, (Fi/mro:; 1,» an.< 21). 

In the laboratory areas, the basic colour for all walls and ceilings was an 

off-white with a similarly coloured floor tile to assist in the general 

brightness of these areas. This general overall white colour was broken up 

by a coloured high-light strip and small patch areas of the same colour in 

each laboratory and all millwork and benches were a pale green base with black 

moulded epoxy bench tops. A different colour for the highlight strips and 

patch areas was used in each laboratory wing to give SOM variation throughout 

the building. The floors throughout most of the building utilised a vinyl 

asbestos tile of an off-white colour for good light reflectivity. This 

has been generally satisfactory and by using acrylic floor waxaa, housekeeping 

generally by wet mopping has been no problem. To give • quieter and more 

subdued atmosphere, carpeting has been used on the floor« of the staff room, 

the board room the public foyer and in the typing area. 
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Figure 18 

Landscaping to suppress parking area B. C. Research Building 

Vi«v of Figure 18 fro» ins M e the Bullding 
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Figure 20 

Landscaping between Building« Wings 

Flture 21 

Wall texture decoration 
Entrance Foyer 
B. C.  Research 
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IB choosing tha lighting d..ign, « light level of «bout 50-ft 

cadi«. w.. obt.i„.d in th. laboratory working .r... .nd w.r« whit. flour..c.nt 

tub*. w.r. .aployad to provid. « .oft light .nd normal colour rendition. 

Light I.V.I. in th. corridor, .nd non-working .r... w.r. ..t «t »uch low.r 

value, .nd th. brick wall. in tb... «... ..rv.d to provid. . .oft w.r» 

•ppearanc. in contra« to th. bright.r working ar.aa.    Thi. ch.ng. of mood 

In th. d.cor.tion a. on. mova through the building wa. conaider.d to be 

en important and d..irabl. f.atur. in .voiding th. monotony of a .ingl. 

decoration .chema throughout th« building. 

C     CONCLUSION 

It 1. conclud«d th«t th« .p.cial functional requirement« of 

R * D laboratori.. c.n h.v. an important influ.nc. on th. t.chnic.l r.quir- 

•ent. for con.truction «nd for th« d.cor.tion of laboratory building..    It 

i. importât, th«r«for«, th.t th... .p.ci.l requirement« be r.cognia.d «arly 

in th. d..ign in th. ..Lction of mat.ri.l. «nd contraction method..    Th. 

import.nce of . f.vour.bl. working environ«.« for .11 work«, i. b.ing 

incr.aeingly appr.ci.t.d and thi. requirement i. no 1... import.nt for 
R&D laboratori... 

Of particular importane. 1. th. «cognition that mo.t R & D 

laboratori., .imply cannot know what activitia. they will be «ng.g.d in 
fiv or c.n yMr. ln th. futur#t „d th, Amtf tQ ^^ ^^ ^^ 

to new requirement. 1. paramount.    A well conceived building plant at the 

functional program .taga «bodying th. .tructur.l ey.tem, th« ..l.ction 

of mat.ri.l. and th« overall d.cor.tion and appearance plan can ...let 

considerably in keeping capital co.t. to a minia«. what«v«r th« budget, 

and im keeping down on-going maintenance coat« during th« lif« of th« 
building. 
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